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As its writer ages. this letter has. we freely admit, tended to assume an increasingly 

avuncular tone. We cannot. therefore, resist pointing out that we have, in 36 years of 
obqerving the stock market I managE"(f to live th':"0ugh P fpir numb~r I)f lNecks r!"J~h like the 19ftt 

one. Experience, we regret to inform our younger readers. does not make them any more 
pleasant. 

At Thursday's close. following a three-day. 170-point decline. the Dow found itself down 
17.21% from an all-time high which had occurred only 27 tradmg days ago. It had. at that 
level. not yet reached the standard threshold we have used to test for bear markets. a 20% 
drop. but there exists. at this writing. little eVIdence that it will not shortly do so. No 
decline of the post-World-War 11 period has reached the 17% level without ultimately coming 
to be recognized as a major-cycle bear market. This interpretation is reinforced by the fact 
that the decline has taken place following a major breadth divergence. a patently false 
upside breakout which featured even narrower leader~hip and other assorted signs of technical 
weakness. Thus. the 2999.75 close on July 17 is likely to assume major-cycle significance. 

Having said this. It must be reiterated that. as pointed out above. we are on familiar 
ground. The sort of downside momentum which has developed since the onset of the Middle 
East crisis has not occurred many times in the past and is thus easy to identify. It has 
generally tended first to manifest itself at a point when the market was fairly close to its 
low in terms of time. Historically. though. it has first appeared considerably above the 
ultimate low. What we are saying. in other words. is not that the next few stock-market 
weeks are likely to be enjoyable. Indeed. just the opposite is the case. What we are 
suggesting Is that the current downswing. whatever level it may ultimately reach. will. 
before too long. have run its course. 

We are not attempting to be flippant in noting that it is possible to characterize severe 
market breaks as periods Including a large number of days when the market goes down a lot. 
It is not hard to quantify thIS notion. There have been. for example. no fewer than eight 
days over the last trading month in which the Dow ha. declined oy m')re thAn I 112%. A. onp 

looks at the past history of cases where the number of such down days has exceeded five. one 
finds that they have tended to occur at points very close in time to what have come to be 
recognized as major market bottoms. Examples are June 4. 1962. with the Dow at 593.68 versus 
a June 26 low of 535.76. May 19. 1970 at 691.40 versus 631.16 on May 26. or August 23. 1974 
at 686.80 versus an effective low of 587.61 on October 3. In all of these cases. the market 
eventually moved lower by a significant alnount. However, it did so within a relatively short 
tlmeframe. In the current case. the fifth 1 112% drop occurred on August 16. 

We are, in other words. reaching what is often known, imprecisely. as oversold territory. 
It is necessary. though. to amplify this comment by saying that. by many measures. we have 
reached such territory only lately and by other measures not yet at all. Many oversold 
gauges are dependent on by the breadth of market drops. and yesterday was the first day on 
which there occurred the number of declining issues typical of climactic action---1640 being 
the largest figure attained since October. 1987. It should be noted that the delay in 
attaining this level may be due to the fact that not until recently had oil stocks joined in 
the general weakness. 

We have not yet seen anythIng even approaching climactic volume. It has been our 
practice to define such volume as cases in which tradIng on a given day reaches twice its 
25-day moving average. Yesterday's 250 million shares compared to an average of 180 mtllion. 
A volume climax would be identifiable only were activity to approach the 400-million-share 
level. 

On top of the abysmal short-term outlook. it is necessary to point to the disturbing 
fact of the Dow's breaking below the 2520 level. a fIgure first attalfled in October 1989 and 
tested in January 1990. We have been noting the Importance of this trading range. which 
goes back to summer a year ago. for the past two weeks. suggesting. to he honpgt, that the 
support it provided was likely to hold. I t has. obviously. not done so I thus raising at 
least the possibility that a major portion of the advance from the 1987 lows may be retraced. 
If this is to be the case, however, it would, in our view, most likely occur in 8 two-part 
bear market such as 1973-1974. This will. at least. give us a chance to assess the 
possibility on any rally that may occur following short-term reversal evidence. 

The forecast above is, necessarily. pessimistic but. it must be noted, we have been 
talking about the current market in terms of past major cycle bottoms and have found that, by 
some measures, at least, the present is quite comparable. We now know these bottoms to have 
been singular buying opportunities. difficult as thls was to recognize amid the gloom whlch 
prevailed at the time. 
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